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As you may know, I have been following Alex Jones and similar sites again, since they have been
fighting back against vaccines and masks. I have mentioned it a couple of times in passing. But lest
you think this means they have seen the light, I send you to today's Jones video, where he sells
yesterday's fake massacre in Boulder as real, along with the fake massacre in Atlanta at the massage
parlors, and—for good measure—the UT Tower shooter and Jack the Ripper. He also sells the big
stabbings in China and Japan as real, although of course those are also staged by Intelligence for the
same reason. He then sells the mass rapes in India and New York as real. Then he sells as real the
“tens of thousands of men with bags on their heads being sent to be executed” in China [minute 6:40].
Except that, he shows the footage and it is easy to see those are mannequins.
To cover up the fact he is promoting mainstream stories like this, Jones ran a simultaneous video of
himself at Skull and Bones in New Haven, allegedly blowing their cover on 3/22. He was there on
3/22 and Skull and Bones uses the number in their symbology. What he forgets to remind you of is
that the fake event in Boulder also occurred on 3/22.
Strange, since at certain times in the past Jones has admitted these kinds of events are faked. He has
blown the cover or partially blown the cover of many of them, but almost as often he reverses course
like this and sells them as real. He seems to forget everything he has learned in the past and reverts to
total gullibility, selling the event in dulcimer tones with violins playing and everything short of a fake
tear. The police are sold as big heroes and we are supposed to go lay flowers on their fake graves or
something.
But I take this opportunity to remind you that not only have Jones and other researchers proved most of
these events are staged, using fake blood and crisis actors, I myself have proved it with far more indepth research over two decades. I have researched hundreds of these events and have never
discovered a real one. Ever. Not one. Every single one, back to the Salem Witch hoax in 1692, has
been staged by some group in Intelligence. So I just ask you this very pertinent question: why would
anyone see a new report of an event like this and assume it was real? These people have proven to be
fantastic pathological liars, who lie all the time about everything. So why would you even think of
believing them?
I have told you again and again why they do this. It is part of Operation Chaos, and these events help
them in many ways. One, it creates a generalized fear and unease, which helps them immensely in
selling their various programs of control. You will beg them to install their security state faster. Two,
it drives the Men-are-Pigs project, splitting the sexes and keeping the market in compensatory products
brisk. Three, it diverts your attention from more important real news, which should be on the front
page instead of this stuff. You forget about the fascists destroying all your freedoms for a moment, as
you get caught up in this murder theater. And four, it drives the Intel economy, as these bozos bill state
and federal governments for the costs of running these fake events and fake trials. All these bastards

are on the clock, you know, and you are paying the bills. So it is just another way they suck from the
treasuries.
Oh, and I almost forgot: number five, they will use it to sell MORE guns, since they own all the gun
companies. Biden is calling for an assault weapons ban, as usual, but that never gets done, does it?
They have been calling for bans since the time of Reagan, but if anything had ever gotten banned,
Biden wouldn't be calling for it to be banned now, would he? Ask yourself how they can keep calling
for these bans for four decades. Does that make any sense? No. They call for these bans only to drive
up sales. All the idiots will think something is about to be banned, so they will rush out and buy it
before it goes out of stock. Marketing 101. I showed you that with Sandy Hook, where they admit gun
sales hit new highs afterwards. There is a big spike in gun sales after all of these events, and of course
those who own the big gun companies love that. Who owns those companies? Phoenician navy
billionaires and trillionaires, of course.
Let's see, Gateway Pundit and Zerohedge are also selling this one as real, and Gateway Pundit is also
leading with a story about FBI trying to recruit a Green Beret to infiltrate the Proud Boys. Of course
that is a joke, since FBI/CIA created the Proud Boys and doesn't really need to infiltrate them. So this
is just a story to make you think the Proud Boys and Oath Keepers are real. It is in answer to my paper
of 2/22 proving they were fake.
So far Mike Adams at NaturalNews is ignoring this story from Boulder. He also ignored the story from
Atlanta. Adams has also stopped promoting Trump, due to the continued selling of vaccines from the
right. We will see if that lasts. [Next day: Adams posted a story on it, but implied it was a false flag,
perhaps in response to this paper. On 3/26 Adams ran two stories on Boulder, both implying it was
real.]

An hour later: And Jones has just posted another strange article from Lipton Matthews at Mises.org. It
is entitled “Envy can destroy economic progress”. Not very good timing is it? What kind of economic
progress are we seeing right now? Millions of small businesses being tanked on purpose by the
governors isn't exactly progress, is it? Yes, we see the billionaires making a killing by raping the
treasury. . . except no one but them would call that progress. But Matthews is trying to deflect growing
hatred of the rich by calling it envy. We don't hate the rich for being liars, thieves, and pillagers, he
implies. No, we are just jealous of their success. We wish we could be such people, he tells us. But is
it true? No. I don't want to be like these people and I doubt you do, either. We don't envy them, we
are revolted by them. We know the only hope for any real economic progress is pulling these people
down and rebuilding the economy based on reality, fairness, and cooperation. We have to replace all
the fake projects with real ones. We have to replace fake science with real science, fake art with real
art, fake history with real history, fake media with real media, fake education with real education, fake
medicine with real medicine, and fake economics with real economics.
And notice one other thing: Matthews' article is so poorly written it is almost unreadable. Either a
computer is writing this or Matthews is suffering from a blood clot. To figure out what he is trying to
say, you have to rebuild the sentences in your mind based on what you know he must intend. The title
tells you where he intends to go, so you just help him along, acting as his editor as you read. Is this
really the best Mises.org can do? Is this what the rich are capable of right now? Because if it is, I see it
as a sign of hope for us. We aren't doing too well right now, but apparently they are doing even worse.
They have lost their minds to such an extent they think this article passes for propaganda, and they

passed it for publication. I doubt that Jones or any of his people read it for sense, since if they had they
wouldn't have found any, so one assumes they just republished it because they were ordered to. The
same thing we see with the “science” articles they republish, which are likewise very poorly written
and mostly nonsensical.

Another hour later: I did my usual quick search on the Boulder event, starting with a people search on
the alleged victims. I knew that would be the easiest and quickest way to blow the cover of this event.
Tralona Bartkowiak, age 49, jumped out at me, for obvious reasons. You may (or may not) know that
Andrzej Bartkowiak is a famous Hollywood director and cinematographer, having shot Speed, Falling
Down, Twins, Species, The Devil's Advocate, US Marshalls, and many others. So imagine how
surprised I was to find that Tralona Bartkowiak has on her locations list not only Boulder, but
Inglewood, Van Nuys, Moorpark, and Simi Valley, CA. In case you didn't know, Van Nuys is in LA,
about 4 miles from Universal Studios in Hollywood. Inglewood is about 8 miles south on La Brea.
Moorpark and Simi Valley are just north of Thousand Oaks, with mostly very wealthy neighborhoods.

According to MyLife, Van Nuys is her current address. So she must have been living in a StarWaggon
in Boulder. She is aka Lona and Lonna, with a middle initial L. The Bartkowiaks she is related to
include two Edwards, ages 71 and 41, Starr, Keysha, Kyle, Jacob, Hannah, Michael and Kathleen. She
is related to a Lisa Noble/Mongeon of Boulder, now living in Burbank, who has on her relatives list the
names Selvaggio (Anna), Mongeon, Carotenuto (Abra), Keegan (Shelagh), Hodge (Jennifer), Moon,
and Behrle (Ann). Through Keysha we link to Taunya Fischer, Alexis Fleshman, and the Barbers,
including Troy and Teric. We also link to a Kim Dillon. That should be enough to go on.
If we search on this Anna Selvaggio, we find she is related not only to Lisa Noble, but to Piero W.
Selvaggio, age 74, born 8/11/45, the famous restauranteur of Los Angeles who owned Valentino and
now owns Drago Centro. He is tight with many in Hollywood, and has appeared on TV with chefs
Daniel Boulud and others. It is definitely the same Piero Selvaggio, since he is listed as related not
only to Anna, but to Tancredi, Giampiero, and Giorgio. Besides, MyLife has a picture of him and he is
listed as living in Malibu. The picture is a definite match. He is linked to a Christopher Glatis, age 53,
of Malibu and Bethesda, MD. Glatis is listed at IMDB as a minor director, but he may be more than
that. Bethesda is just across the river from Langley and houses many agents.

So we have already linked Tralona Bartkowiak to LA high society. She is not listed as Andrzej's
daughter, since that is Madaket (Madzia) Bartkowiak. But she could be a niece. Andrzej is 71 and
lives in LA, related to Susan, Izabela and Angelica Bartkowiak and Diane Venora. Susan is also a Cust
and a Hauser.
Carotenuto is also a Hollywood name, see the brothers Memmo and Mario, who were character actors
back in the 1950s and 60s. Mario's daughter is given as Claretta and his nephew is Bruno Carotenuto,
who was in A Fistful of Dollars. Abra is related to Anthony, Gianna, Michelle, Venetia, Carol, and
Joseph. Venetia lived in Arlington, VA. She links us to Lance Devin of Arlington, VA, Vienna, VA,
and Herndon, VA, all on the front step of Langley. According to LinkedIn, Devin was a partner at
Wade Capital and is now CIO at EdgeConneX—a “leading data center provider”. EdgeConnex was
recently bought by EQT Infrastructure. And notice it contains the word Conne=conjob. My spidey
sense is going off big time. That's because EQT is the holding company for the Wallenberg family,
one of the richest in Sweden and definitely Phoenician Navy. At Wiki we find this:
According to Financial Times, it is the most powerful dynasty of Europe, if not the world, in terms
of controlling the biggest empire by market value and strategic companies.

The Wallenbergs basically own Sweden and large parts of Europe. They started out as bankers, of
course. They are descended from Warbergs, Ekermans, Hertzmans, and Bangs, so they are Jewish in
most lines. In fact, they also descend from the Krogers of Finland, which you are about to see is an
amazing coincidence (not). At Geni we can follow the Krogers in the Wallenberg line back to the year
1500. Of course the Wallenbergs helped finance the fake Nazis, tying us to all that again.
So these little people killed at King Soopers had some amazing connections, didn't they? What are the
odds we could connect the first victim we choose to the Wallenbergs in just four steps? Astronomical.
I think the store was not chosen by accident. The name King is a giveaway from the start. So the
management there must be in on this. King Soopers is owned by Kroger, which is run by William
Rodney McMullen. His wife Kathryn is nee King. The Wallenbergs are closely related to the
Wittenbergs, and also link us to the Mackays and Bonsors in the peerage. They are in the US. They
link us to the Hambros, Brands (Viscounts Hampden—think Russell Brand), Charltons, and to Lady
Evelyn Murray (Earls of Dunmore), both of who link us to the Stuarts. Robert Angus Cosmo Bonsor
died in Montana in 2010, at age 47 of course, and he and his wife Kasandra Patton appear to be linked

to US Intelligence, since they have Fairfax, Alexandria, Herndon, and Oak Hill, VA, on their lists, as
well as London.
Also of interest: the Wallenbergs own AstraZeneca, so this Boulder fake was probably run as an eyesoff event for that. They also own Nasdaq, which means they own those stock exchanges.
The Mongeons link us to Vanessa Mongeon, who had a marriage announcement to Chris Piccioni in
the New York Times in 2012. This again links us to high society, since low society does not get their
wedding announcements in the NYT. Piccioni is Treasury Finance Manager at Sempra Energy and
Mongeon works at Lawton Associates Real Estate. She is the sister of Lisa Noble.
Through a relative Alice Mongeon, we link to Sindy Bellramamrutham, who links us to Mark
Westermoe. He is also famous in Hollywood, having worked at many of the top advertising houses as
an illustrator, creating film posters for Braveheart, Total Recall, Home Alone, and many other. He later
taught at the New Master Academy, which is kind of surprising seeing that his drawing skills were
minimal. Without a slide to copy he was lost.

That isn't good. Doesn't say much for the Reilly method, which he championed.
But the point is, we have a third link to Hollywood or LA high society from Tralona Bartkowiak.
The CBS local report on Tralona is littered with the required numerology:
“We just all had fingers crossed throughout the whole night,” he said. “And then around 3:30 a.m., I got
the phone call that the coroner reached out to her mother, and her mother ended up calling me.”

That quote is credited to “David”, no last name given. He is supposed to be the cousin of Tralona, but
they don't bother to give him a last name. If this were real reporting, we would have to call it very
sloppy. And this numerology reminds us the event took place on March 22, that is 3/22, Skull and
Bones day, signaling this was a spook event.
Which reminds us that the victims names were released to the public very quickly, in less than 24
hours, which is also strange. They really rush these things now, to make sure they hit you in the face
hard before you get bored and move on to the next one (which will be coming up soon). The fact that
the media would be able to get all these interviews with friends and neighbors and write up these pieces
overnight is not believable. They had to be pre-written. That Yahoo story came out on Tuesday
morning before noon. But the shooting wasn't over until after 3pm on Monday. So when did all these
heartwarming interviews with friends, relatives and neighbors take place? Did local news roust them

out of bed early Tuesday morning, so they could blab about the dead? Let me just ask you this: if your
close relative really got shot by some maniac at the market, would you be ready to tell heartwarming
stories later that day or the next morning? Honestly. Would you be rushing online to post pictures and
stories about them? Erika Mahoney was apparently so distraught she immediately went on social
media posting pictures of her dad at her wedding, in her wedding dress. She was “so thankful he could
walk me down the aisle last summer”. Yeah, I'll bet. It isn't that she is shameless: that would only be
true if this were true. She is just following the script, and the problem is the scriptwriters in Langley
don't know how real people feel and act. Working for Intel, they are never around real people. They
are only around a bunch of budding psychopaths. Like Hollywood people and the very rich who fund
them, all their actions and emotions are scripted: manufactured only for effect. They are Stepford
people, podpeople who can only poorly mimic the forms of real people.
And guess who this Erika Mahoney is. She just happens to be the news director at KAZU in Monterey
Bay, CA. That's so convenient! As is the fact she is allegedly pregnant. That's worth a tear by itself!
She was previously a news anchor at WBNG in New York and a reporter for KION in California. In
2016-7 she worked as a producer for the Distillery, a creative agency that was, according to her
LinkedIn profile,
an award-winning creative agency in Santa Cruz, CA. The goal of the agency is to distill corporate media
through creative storytelling.

So, Erika, would this event in Boulder be an example of that creative storytelling?
Erika and Yahoo tell us nothing about her father, as far as what he did for a living. According to the
Boston Herald he worked in hotel asset management and investment. That could mean almost
anything, or nothing. A search on Kevin Mahoney finds him at Instantcheckmate, age 61, middle
initial D for Daniel, and he is also at MyLife, with the same locations including Los Angeles, Pasadena,
and Pacific Grove. But MyLife has some good info, as is often the case. They link him to a Patricia
Felt, aka Zumerchik, which reminds us of Mark Felt, aka Deepthroat. We also find the names Ioannis
Athanasios Konstantopoulos, Nicholas Nasky, and Joshua Meyer. Konstantopoulos, age 55, is
previously of Bethesda, MD and Reston, VA, as well as London. Instantcheckmate lists him with a
middle initial of D. He is also listed there with the middle initial A, but in that listing he is age 40,
living in DC. So MyLife and Instantcheckmate don't match. Meyer links us to Kenneth Reed Meyer,
a Principal in KAM Consulting LLC, which is a very strange company. It has Bizapedia listings in 18
states plus DC, but has no internet sites or location listings.
OK, let's do another from the victims' list: Neven Stanisic. Intelius and Instantcheckmate have never
heard of him. No one comes up in the entire US. He has a Facebook page but it is almost empty and
looks fake. Someone by that name has a youtube channel up since 2012, but since Neven is supposed
to be 23, he would have had to start it when he was 15. It only has one subscriber and no videos. The
first playlist leads with Sasa Matic, so I don't think this is our guy. There is an Elite model from
Croatia by this name, but no one living in the US. The story at Yahoo quotes the Daily Beast on
Stanisic, saying that “social media shows he graduated from Alameda International Highschool in 2016
and lived in Lakewood, CO”. Great reporting from both the Daily Beast and Yahoo right, getting their
information from social media. In the old days, a reporter would have called Alameda HS to verify
that, but I guess all their phones were low on batteries.
Let's do another one from the victims list. Lynn Murray, age 62, wife of John R. Mackenzie. Boy, this
one is going to be easy. We already saw Lady Murray of the Earls of Dunmore above, didn't we,

linked to the Wallenbergs and through them to Tralona Bartkowiak. Ask yourself what the odds are
that Lynn Murray, photo producer and editor for Conde Nast and Hearst, supervising shoots for
Cosmopolitan, Glamour, and Marie Claire, would be one of the victims here. Given her age, my guess
is she died very recently of other causes and her husband agreed to allow her on this list. The problem
is, Instantcheckmate tells us Lynn never lived in Colorado, contradicting the Washington Post, which
tells us she did. They tell us Lynn was there to be with her daughter Olivia. Except that no Olivia
Mackenzie is listed in Colorado. The only Olivia Mackenzie related to John is listed as living in
Oregon and North Carolina. And the only John Mackenzie related to an Olivia is John M., not John R.
He is 68, and no Lynn is on his list. The only woman on his list that could be his wife is Julie
Armstrong, age 63, and she is indeed aka Julie Mackenzie. She is not aka Lynn Murray. If we do a
nationwide search on Lynn Murray age 62, we find all listings have been scrubbed of relatives. There
are about 50 listed, but the CIA has been here, since every single one has i where there should be
relatives listed. What does that stand for? I don't know, but I take it to mean information embargo. If
we do an in-page search on “CO”, we get 227 results, but only three of them are visible. Meaning the
computer is seeing something we aren't. The page has been scrubbed very recently. We find the same
thing at Intelius. If this event were real, why would all listings of Lynn Murray nationwide need to be
scrubbed? This proves to me, even more than all we found above, that this event was manufactured. If
it were a real shooting with real victims, there would be no reason to scrub Lynn Murray like this.
Another problem is that the Olivia Mackenzie crying on TV today is the wrong age to be the Olivia
Mackenzie in Oregon. So if the Olivia Mackenzie on TV is real—and she may be—we are on the
wrong track. Again, none of the Lynn Murrays listed are from Colorado. The news reports tell us
Murray was born in Mentor, OH, and we do find a Lynn Murray from there, but again, she has no
listings for Colorado, New York, or LA. If she was doing photo shoots for the fashion magazines, that
is where you do it. She does have Cape Coral, FL, on her list, but she is only 60. That would mean she
died two years ago. So it is possible the Olivia Mackenzie on TV is real and is not acting. She isn't
listed on the people searches because she is under 18. If your mom died two years ago when you were
15, you could still shed a tear on TV pretty easily, couldn't you? So that may be what we are seeing.
We find a Lynn Louise Murray age 62 at MyLife, but she is not related to any Mackenzies. She is
from Redmond, OR, and she may be married to Mark William Murray, age 63. If we take that
information back to Intelius, we find these Murrays are from Odessa, related to Arreolas.
Or, given the level of scrubbing on Murray, something even bigger may be going on here. As it turns
out, the ex-wife of the Duke of Atholl is named Lynne Murray. She was a duchess until about 2008.
Wouldn't it be funny if they inserted her into the event? She is the right age. I could find no
information about her online, but running big photo shoots in the US would be an appropriate job for
an ex-duchess, wouldn't it? The photos of our Lynn Murray match this thesis as well, since she looks
very Scots. She even looks a lot like the current duchess of Atholl, Charmaine de Toit.
One more victim, just because it is so easy: Suzanne Fountain, 59, who just happened to be an actress
at the Denver Center for the Performing Arts. I keep saying it, but what are the odds? Fountain is
linked to the Getz at Instantcheckmate, including Richard and Sylvia Getz of Boca Raton, and David
Getz of New York. MyLife also links her to John Barrington, Andrew Gaydos, Paul Brick, Karrey
Vansky, and Robert Langness.
But I have saved the best for last. Let's take a quick look at Ahmad Alissa, the alleged shooter. First of
all, why would a disgruntled Arab from Arvada shoot up a store in Boulder, targeting people in their
early 20s and old ladies? Arvada is a suburb of Denver, and Boulder is about 15 miles away. There

were dozens of markets a lot closer. But why would anyone target a market? He couldn't focus his
anger any better than that? If you were going to go out in a hail of bullets, you would want to take at
least one important person out with you, wouldn't you? Not old actresses or nobody college kids. You
will say he took out the duchess of Atholl, but that's all as maybe. I really don't think that is what this
was about. No one gives us their future life to kill a few old ladies. If what we were told about him
were true, he would have shot up his old enemies from school, or targeted someone who was actually
hassling Arabs. He wouldn't have driven all the way to Boulder to shoot up some strangers. The key
to this is that it once again took place in the Denver suburbs, like Aurora, Columbine, Littleton and
several others. The reason this is happening there is that there is a huge military base on the east side
of Denver: Buckley AFB in Aurora. It is literally across the fence from the 2012 event in Aurora.
Many more military bases are just down the road in Colorado Springs. So that is where these events
are run from. Alissa must have some hidden links to Buckley. This is all but confirmed by his
scrubbing at Intelius and Instantcheckmate, where we are again denied any relatives. We get the little i
again. As if the computers know nothing about this guy. This time Intelligence has also gotten to
MyLife in time to thwart me, since he is scrubbed there as well. However, the scrubbing was left
incomplete, since if we do a general search on Ahmad Alissa of Colorado, the computer still knows to
take us to Hassan Saad of Denver, age 57.

This indicates the computer knows there is a link, it just isn't visible anymore. Saad is related to
Christian McCormick, which is a biggest red flag we have found.

Also to Emma (Bonomo Mueller Borg-Manche) Green, Brandon Barron, Katherine Mako (Templeton),
and Brooke Bailey. Those aren't the names you would expect a Middle Eastern man in Denver to be
related to, since Green and Barron are probably Jewish and they may all be. We can now take that
information back to Instantcheckmate, which tells us Hassan Saad is aka Hassan Alisaad.
Alisaad=Alissa. That's why the computer at MyLife took us to him. He links us to Hassan Saida. He
also links us to Chicago and Dearborn.
The name Borg-Manche is a biggie from the Phoenician Navy, since they are European royalty.
Conrad Borg Manche is currently the mayor of Gzira, Malta, for instance. The family pretty much runs
Malta. Melissa Borg-Manche is a Senior Policy Advisor, Dept. of Justice, Victoria, and her family are
prominent in Melbourne. So you might say it is beyond strange to see them linked to this Hassan Saad
in Boulder. The only way this begins to make sense is if Saad is linked to the Saudi royal family, or to
Intelligence, or both. And if he is, then Ahmad Alissa must be as well.
Even better, we have Christian McCormick, age 45, listed at MyLife as a vice president at INTECH.
But that was his old job, as we find out at LinkedIn. He is a director of Allianz Global Investors.
Allianz is the world's largest insurance company, and of course they are also famous for bankrolling the
Nazis. In 1933 the director of Allianz, Kurt Schmitt, was Hitler's Economics Minister. Wow. So you
might want to ask why this guy McCormick is so easily linked to our Ahmad Alissa of the Boulder
event.
The answer, no doubt, is that Allianz is heavily invested in some other company like AstraZeneca, that
needs eyes-off right now. Maybe Pfizer. So the Wallenbergs and McCormicks made a phonecall to
Buckley AFB in Aurora, ordering their top people to manufacture a big event like this to take some
temporary pressure off them. Somehow Hassan Saad got found on a document linking to these people
like McCormick, Templeton, Mako, and others, and the computer found it. The agents assigned to

scrub it missed it, allowing me this slamdunk. Or, there is another possibility. These agents did scrub
it, but other agents working the other side then reinserted it or rebuilt it, just for someone like me to
find. We will never know the details.
OK, I am tiring of this, but if you want to do more, I suggest you read closely the Washington Post
victims announcement, which doesn't read like it should. What a sensible person would expect is a few
lines about each victim, sticking to the facts. You wouldn't expect them to be unloading a lot of tearjerking emotionalism on you, since—if real—the event is sad enough on its own. You don't need your
response telegraphed like this, do you? You don't need to be told what to feel. But as is usual with
these events, the whole thing is being keyed up with pregnant women, dancing people, balloons, and
other sugary anecdotes. To be blunt, the whole page reads like amateurish propaganda, composed by
the usual set of barely literate recruits in sub-basement 10 at Langley. You don't really learn anything
about the victims; instead you read a bunch of unverifiable treacle about how they loved puppies or
puppies loved them or something. It's pathetic. You could judge the whole event by the tone of this
article, and I do. The way it is written tells us without further research we are being yanked. The page
reeks of desperation and miscalculation.

